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QUESTION 1

How do the Switch Fabric (SF) modules provide bandwidth management across the I/O modules? 

A. The bandwidth management is handled by the CP modules. 

B. SF modules in slots SF1 and SF4 provide bandwidth management across the I/O modules. 

C. Bandwidth management is shared across all installed SF modules. 

D. The SF module in slot SF1 provides bandwidth management for the I/O modules in slots 1-5, while the SF module in
slot SF4 provides bandwidth management for slots 6-10. 

E. The SF module in slot SF1 provides bandwidth management for even numbered slots (2,4,6,8,10), while the SF
module in slot SF4 provides bandwidth management for odd numbered I/O slots (1,3,5,7,9). 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

EAPOL and 802.1X are examples of which kind of security within the ERS8000? 

A. Routing 

B. Data Path 

C. Control Path 

D. Management 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has a edge switch connected to a cluster of VSP 9000 switches. The uplinks to the network core are via two
Gigabit uplink ports. The uplinks are not aggregated and are running spanning tree protocol. 

The result is that one of the links is always being blocked, and recovery time is unacceptably long when the active uplink
fails. They need to have both links active to increase the bandwidth to the core, and at the same time provide better
redundancy. What is the preferred Avaya solution for the customer? 

A. Connect both of the uplinks to one of the VSP 9000 switches and disable spanning tree. 

B. Connect one uplink to each of the VSP 9000 switches to create a triangle and use spanning tree protocol. 

C. Connect one uplink to each of the VSP 9000 switches to create a triangle and configure a SMLT with either MLT or
LACP on the access switch. Spanning tree must be disabled. 

D. Connect one uplink to each of the VSP 9000 switches to create a triangle and configure a SMLT with either MLT or
LACP on the access switch. Spanning tree must be enabled. 



Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 

While troubleshooting your VSP 9000 system, you run the command flight-recorder all 

1. The associated files ace created. 

Based on the information in the exhibit, where are the associated files stored? 

A. Internal flash 

B. TFTP Server 

C. External flash 

D. USB Flash device 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Avaya Command Line Interface (ACLI) is an industry standard CLI that can be used to manage the Virtual Services
Platform (VSP) 9000. 

From within which CLI context would you enable global routing settings? 

A. global configuration 

B. router configuration 



C. local configuration 

D. interface configuration 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which statement about the local router MAC addresses on RSMLT aggregation switches (cluster) is true? 

A. On a RSMLT aggregation switch pair, local router MAC addresses are exchanged, and only used in case of switch
failure. 

B. On a RSMLT aggregation switch pair, local router MAC addresses are exchanged, and always used for data
forwarding. 

C. On a RSMLT aggregation switch pair, the virtual MAC address is exchanged, and used for data forwarding. 

D. RSMLT aggregation switches are not exchanging local router MAC addresses, but are using the IP destination
address to forward traffic. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit. 



A technician has just enabled SLPP on both core switches, and is reviewing the network diagram and console output
from the core 1 Ethernet Routing Switch (ERS) 8000. 

Given the output shown in the exhibit, what is the configuration error on the edge switch? 

A. The edge switch spanning-tree has not been configured. 

B. The edge switch access port rate limiting has not been configured. 

C. The edge MLT has not been configured. 

D. The edge VLANs have not been configured. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

When configuring an Ethernet Routing Switch (ERS) 8000 for Split Multi Link Trunking (SMLT), protection against an
edge switch in the factory default condition must be taken into consideration. 

Which parameter will help prevent loops on the SMLT ports? 

A. Enable SLPP. 

B. Discard Looped Frames. 



C. Enable Spanning Tree. 

D. Enable LACP. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

In the current business environment everyone is being asked to do more with fewer physical resources. Using
virtualization allows the Virtual Services Platform (VSP) 9000 to increase the services provided. 

By using VRF-Lite, what does the VSP 9000 eliminate the need for? 

A. SMLT 

B. RSMLT 

C. Non-overlapping addresses 

D. Multiple physical routers 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

For maximum cooling, how many cooling modules does a Virtual Services Platform (VSP) 9000 chassis need? 

A. 2 inserted from the front 

B. 2 inserted from the back 

C. 2 inserted from the front and 4 from the back 

D. 2 inserted from the front and 2 from the back 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

A technician is configuring a Link Aggregation connection from a stack of Ethernet Routing Switch (ERS) 5500 switches,
to a core pair of ERS 8000 switches. Which statement about the correct uplink configuration is true? 

A. Distribute uplinks across different ERS 5500 switches in the stack. 

B. Disable autonegotiation and replace it with VLACP to identify single fiber fault failure. 

C. Use unique MLT IDs for each stack of edge ERS 5500 switches. 

D. Enable Spanning Tree Protocol for the MLT when using it with SMLT in the core of the network. 

Correct Answer: B 



 

QUESTION 12

Flight Recorder can be used on the Virtual Services Platform (VSP) 9000 to help Identify problems. When can a Flight
Recorder snapshot be taken? 

A. when the VSP has to be booted into the diagnostic mode 

B. only after a warning message is logged 

C. anytime 

D. every hour 

Correct Answer: B 
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